TARTAN SPECIALISTS

TRADITIONALLY CRAFTED TARTAN
PRODUCTS WOVEN IN SCOTLAND

inglesbuchan.com

Buying tartan products & tartan fabric from Ingles Buchan not only
invests in authentic tartans woven in Scotland, but also supports the
rich textile history of our family owned firm and mill. After serving as a
World War II Spitfire fighter pilot, Ingles Buchan worked as a weaver in
his family business of Lochcarron Handloom Weavers. In the 1960’s
Ingles started out on his own and began Ingles Buchan Textiles as we
know it today.
Since the beginning of the company, Ingles
was obsessed with extraordinary levels of
customer service, travelling the length and
breadth of Scotland from his hometown of
Galashiels to visit customers both big and
small. Knowing the importance of integrity
in the tartan industry, Ingles Buchan always
had their cloth woven at the Anthony
Haines textile mill in Scottish border town of
Selkirk.
In 1986, Ingles Buchan retired and the
company was passed into the trusted
hands of the Brown family, who own and
operate Ingles Buchan today.
Subsequently, when the mill owner
Anthony Haines retired, to keep the thread
of this incredible textile history together,
the Brown family bought the mill in Selkirk
and continue to exclusively weave their
600 tartan fabrics here to this day.

When Alistair and Jean Brown retired, Ingles
Buchan was passed on to their son Colin
Brown who is now the owner of Ingles
Buchan Textiles, the Vice Chairman of
Scottish Tartans Authority & past deacon of
Incorporation of Glasgow Weavers.
Ingles Buchan now creates tartans for a
wide range of industries, including
Traditional Scottish Retail, Corporate
Branding & Promotion, Tourism, Clans,
Castles, Dance and the Film Industry with
one of their most successful recent projects
being the design and production of tartan
featured in the globally successful TV show,
Outlander.
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OUR PRODUCTS
We have a list of tartan products available
for those who have a clear idea of what they
require (ties, hats, shawls, waistcoats etc.) or
would like to browse our existing range.
However, we are not limited to the products
listed.
We have also enjoyed exercising our
creative skills over the years and delivering
all sorts of weird and wonderful projects. So
if you have an idea for a product that doesn’t
appear on our list, feel free to get in touch
and we will do our best to make your idea a
reality.

Lambswool Scarf

Headsquares

Lambswool Stoles

Woollen Border Shawl

Mini Sash & Rosettes

Worsted Wool Ties

Tartan Neck Tie

Tartan Baseball Caps
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Bonspeil Tammies
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Ingles Buchan Textyles
Unit 2/1, 19 Brand Place, Brand Street, Glasgow G51 1DR Scotland United Kingdom
T: 0141 553 1530 E: sales@inglesbuchan.com

